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Abstract
Background: The availability of fully sequenced genomes and the implementation of transcriptome technologies
have increased the studies investigating the expression profiles for a variety of tissues, conditions, and species. In
this study, using RNA-seq data for three distinct tissues (brain, liver, and muscle), we investigate how base
composition affects mammalian gene expression, an issue of prime practical and evolutionary interest.
Results: We present the transcriptome map of the mouse isochores (DNA segments with a fairly homogeneous
base composition) for the three different tissues and the effects of isochores’ base composition on their expression
activity. Our analyses also cover the relations between the genes’ expression activity and their localization in the
isochore families.
Conclusions: This study is the first where next-generation sequencing data are used to associate the effects of
both genomic and genic compositional properties to their corresponding expression activity. Our findings confirm
previous results, and further support the existence of a relationship between isochores and gene expression. This
relationship corroborates that isochores are primarily a product of evolutionary adaptation rather than a simple by-
product of neutral evolutionary processes.
Background
The genomes of vertebrates are mosaics of isochores,
long regions (from 0.2Mb up to several Mb) that are
fairly homogeneous in base composition. The isochores
belong to a small group of families characterized by dif-
ferent GC levels (molar ratio of guanine and cytosine
over the total number of bases of the area) [1-4]. In the
human genome, a typical mammalian genome, five iso-
chore families can be found (L1, L2, H1, H2, and H3 –
in order of increasing GC level) that cover a wide GC
range (30-60%) [2-4]. The GC-richest families, H2 and
H3, represent approximately 15% of the genome, and
contain about 50% of the protein-coding genes. This
high gene density is accompanied by other striking
properties, such as open chromatin structure, localiza-
tion at the center of the nucleus, high density of short
interspersed elements (SINES), low density of long inter-
spersed elements (LINES), early replication, high level of
recombination, high mutation rate, and higher
expression level, while GC-poorer families have the
opposite properties [2]. In the mouse genome, which is
of interest in this study, the L1 isochore family is under-
represented, compared to other vertebrates, and the H3
family is almost absent [5]. This narrow isochore distri-
bution in the mouse genome has been interpreted as
the result of a higher substitution rate [6,7] and weak
repair mechanism [8], both phenomena reducing com-
positional heterogeneity (see also [5]). Despite these dif-
ferences, the distribution of genes is similar to that of
the other vertebrates (gene density increases as GC level
increases), and the average GC levels of the different
families are remarkably conserved across species, reflect-
ing a functional relation to the chromatin structure [5].
The emergence of the isochores is an open debate of
relevant evolutionary importance, where in addition to
the selectionist model (functional advantage [4]), other
models attempt to explain the evolution of the iso-
chores: the mutational bias [9], the GC-biased gene con-
version [10,11], as also a unifying one [12]. Despite the
importance of this debate, our study is focused on inves-
tigating how base composition affects mammalian gene
expression. Such a relationship would provide additional
evidence on a functional implication of the isochores,
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supporting that they are mainly a product of evolution-
ary adaptation [2,4], rather than a simple by-product of
neutral evolutionary processes [9-11].
Previous studies have investigated the effects of base
composition on gene expression, both in human and
mouse tissues, through an exhaustive use of expression
data from techniques based on sequencing (ESTs,
SAGE, MPSS) and/or hybridization (microarrays, single-
arrays, cDNA arrays) [13-21], and despite some quanti-
tative differences, agree that the expression levels of
genes are positively correlated with the GC level. Two
recent studies [22,23], through in silico compositional
analysis of expression vectors and DNA carriers, showed
that aside from the GC3 level (GC level in the third
codon position) of the coding sequences, the genomic
compositional context in which a gene is embedded
affects its expression. Additionally, the Human Tran-
scriptome Map (HTM), using SAGE data, revealed
domains of highly and weakly expressed genes [24],
namely the “RIDGES” and “anti-RIDGES”, respectively.
The former were found to be located in gene-dense,
high GC-rich, and SINE-rich genomic regions, while the
latter were in regions with opposite properties [15,25].
The above reflect the partitioning of vertebrate genes
into two types of genomic regions: the gene-rich regions
("genome core”), which correspond to the GC-rich iso-
chores, and the gene-poor regions ("genome desert”),
which correspond to the GC-poor isochores [2,3,26,27].
In addition, when a similar to the HTM transcriptome
map was established for the mouse genome, the expres-
sion patterns were found to be conserved to that of the
human genome [28,29]. Next-generation sequencing
(NGS) techniques revolutionized transcriptome analyses
and, compared to previous transcriptome technologies,
appear to be characterized by several advantages, i.e. a
better dynamic range (absence of background noise and
signal saturation phenomena, although misaligned reads
could be considered as background), better quantifica-
tion of transcript levels and of their isoforms (absence
of an upper limit to the quantification, detection of
lowly expressed transcripts), identification of yet
unknown coding and non-coding RNA species [30-32].
Moreover, NGS reduced the processing time and cost of
sequencing by orders of magnitude, making it a more
attractive tool in a broad range of research, for both
DNA and RNA sequencing and for detection and analy-
sis of genetic variability [33-36]. In this study, we took
advantage of publicly available NGS data of three dis-
tinct mouse tissues [37] in order to investigate the
expression patterns across the isochores of the mouse
chromosomes and the effects of the isochores’ composi-
tional properties on their expression activity. In the sec-
ond part, we investigated the relations between genes’
expression levels and their localization in the five
isochore families for the three transcriptomes consid-
ered (brain, liver, and muscle).
Results
The results of aligning each tissue’s reads to the refer-
ence mouse genome and to the coding sequences are
shown in Table 1.
The transcriptome map of the mouse isochores and the
effects of their GC level on their expression activity
Additional file 1 shows the isochores’ expression profiles
for the three tissues along the whole genome, and illus-
trates a rough agreement of the expression levels and
the GC level. One such example can be clearly seen on
chromosome 10 (Figure 1). The choice of this chromo-
some is based on the fact that it also includes one of
the very few H3 isochores of the mouse genome, the 10
Mm62 (GC > 53% – marked with a vertical line in the
red box in Figure 1). In the boxed areas in Figure 1,
there is a clear agreement of peaks in expression and
GC level, an agreement that can also be seen along
most of the chromosome. To quantify this relation, we
looked at the correlation between the overall expression
activity of each isochore and its respective GC level, and
found it to be quite strong (coefficients: Rbrain = 0.72,
Rliver = 0.62, and Rmuscle = 0.65 – see Additional file 2).
It is well-known that in vertebrates, including the
mouse, GC-richer isochores have higher gene densities
compared to the GC-poorer ones (see the Background
Section). This is confirmed by the positive linear corre-
lation we found between the gene density of the iso-
chores and their respective GC level (R = 0.42). Having
shown the positive effect of high GC levels to the iso-
choric expression and between GC levels and gene den-
sity, we also looked into the direct relation between the
gene density and the expression level of the individual
isochores. We found a positive correlation, with similar
coefficients for all tissues (coefficients: Rbrain = 0.57, Rli-
ver = 0.57, and Rmuscle = 0.58).
In order to isolate and investigate the effects of the
GC level on the expression activity of the isochores, it
was necessary to eliminate the effects of the gene den-
sity. To this end, the normalized per tissue count of






Reads aligned to coding
sequences
Brain 31,116,663 14,219,266 6,635,861
Liver 31,578,097 11,353,537 6,449,293
Muscle 31,763,031 14,447,075 7,931,718
Total number of reads in the dataset, number of successfully aligned reads
per tissue, and number of reads aligned to coding sequences.
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reads aligned within each isochore was normalized by
the respective gene density of the isochore, and the log2
values were calculated (Additional file 3). This approach
limited our analysis to isochores containing at least one
CDS (1, 902 isochores out of the 2, 319). As expected,
we found that the percentage of isochores containing at
least one CDS increased as the isochore family GC level
increased (more than 60% of the L1 isochores contain
no CDS against only 6% of the H2 isochores – see
Additional file 4). Notable exception to the trend is the
H3 family, where an increase of isochores without any
CDS is observed. However, this increasing trend in H3
isochore is due to the fact that in the mouse genome
the H3 icoshores consists of just nine isochores, two of
which had no CDS.
We then looked at the correlation between the expres-
sion level of the isochores, normalized by the respective
gene density, and their respective GC levels of the iso-
chores, and found it to be positive for all tissues (Figure
2).
Summarizing, in this section, we initially presented the
transcriptome map of the mouse isochores, and demon-
strated an agreement between isochores GC level and
their expression levels. Finally, after gene density effects
were removed from the isochores expression levels, we
found a tissue-dependent correlation between the iso-
chores GC levels and their expression activity.
Isochoric localization of genes and their expression
activity
In this section, we first investigated the relation between
the isochoric localization of genes and their expression
level. Figure 3 shows each tissue’s average genic
expression level per isochore family. An increase in the
average genic expression can be observed as the iso-
chore family GC level increases (statistically significant:
p value < 0.001 and only 2 cases with p value < 0.01 –
Cochran test, non-parametric). The only exceptions
were the differences in average genic expression
between the H2 and H3 families, in the liver and mus-
cle, and between the L1 and L2 in the brain, found to
be not significant (p value > 0.05). Additionally, we
found that the average genic expression of the isochore
families in the brain differs significantly from that of the
corresponding isochores in the muscle and liver (p value
< 0.001), while between the two latter tissues signifi-
cance was detected only for the L2 (p value < 0.001)
and H1 families (p value < 0.005). This suggests that the
expressed genes located in L1, H2, and H3 isochores in
the liver and muscle appear to maintain similar expres-
sion activity.
We then looked for differences in the distribution of
the expressed genes in the isochore families against that
of the genes that are not expressed. As expressed, we
considered genes with at least 10 aligned reads to avoid
possible noise from misalignments, while as non-
expressed, we considered genes without any aligned
reads.
First, we identified genes that did not have detectable
expression in any of the three tissues covered by the
dataset (1, 925 CDSs accounting for 10.88% of the total
coding sequences), and we found a very strong prefer-
ence for them to be located in the L2 family (over 50%
of these genes), with decreasing presence in families of
subsequently higher GC (black bars in the upper panel
of Figure 4). This preference for lower GC isochores is
Figure 1 Expression profiles of the isochore for the three tissues on chromosome 10. The Y axis measures the isochores’ GC levels
(positive values – light blue line) and their respective expression levels (EL – Equation (1)) for the brain, liver, and muscle tissues (negative values
– red, dark blue, and green lines, respectively). High expression corresponds to peaks in the lines. The red and black boxes highlight areas where
the high GC level is clearly accompanied by high expression. The black vertical line in the red box marks the location of the 10 Mm62 H3
isochore.
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clearly different from the distribution of the total coding
sequences in the isochore families (see the lower panel
of Figure 4). It seems to agree with the proposition that
low-GC isochores and GC-poor genes may be active
during development, and are subsequently silenced in
the adult stage (see the Discussion Section). For the
remaining 13, 382 (15, 765 CDSs minus the 2, 383
CDSs with less 10 aligned reads), we looked into the
isochoric distribution of genes that are not detected as
expressed in only one of the three tissues (968 in the
brain, 3, 589 in the liver, and 2, 633 in the muscle). In
overall, their distribution was quite similar; centred on
the H1 family, and slightly skewed towards the L1 for
the brain and towards the H2 for the liver (see the
upper panel of Figure 4).
Looking into the distribution of the expressed genes in
the isochore families, we found no differences among the
three tissues (Additional file 5). The percentage of
expressed genes (12, 414 CDSs in the brain, 9, 793 in the
liver, and 10, 749 in the muscle) progressively increases
from low to high GC families, and peaks at the H2 family.
Regarding the H3 family, the massive drop observed is
related to the extreme under-representation of this family
in the mouse genome. Repeating the analysis with a
higher expression threshold (at least 100 reads per CDS)
affects mostly the lower GC families, but overall it does
not change the observed trend (data not shown). With
either threshold, the distribution is different from that
observed for the non-expressed genes.
In this section, we showed that genes located in GC-
richer isochores have a higher expression level than
genes located in GC-poor isochores. Moreover, we
observed that, between liver and muscle, the genes
located in L1, H2, and H3 isochores appear to maintain
a similar expression activity, contrary to the expressed
genes located in L2 and H1 isochores. We also pre-
sented evidence that, in three adult mouse tissues, the
non-detected as expressed genes are preferably located
in GC-poor isochores, while the expressed genes are
preferably located in GC-rich isochores.
Discussion
As mentioned in the Background Section, the way base
composition affects mammalian gene expression is an
issue of prime practical and evolutionary interest and,
although it has been a matter of debate, most studies
agree that there is a positive correlation. The transcrip-
tome of the mouse isochores for the three tissues (Addi-
tional file 1, Figure 1), the positive correlation between
the isochores’ GC level and their respective expression
activity (Figure 2), and the increase of the average
expression level of genes as the GC of the isochores
increases (Figure 3) support the existence of a relation-
ship between expression level and base composition.
The herein reported correlation coefficients, between
the expression activity of the isochores and their respec-
tive GC levels (Figure 2), are slightly higher to those
reported in previous studies on mouse [16,19], where
the genes expression was correlated with their GC3
levels. Moreover, the order in which the expression level
in the three tissues is most affected by the GC level
(brain > muscle > liver) agrees to those in [16]. Finally,
despite the virtual absence of H3 isochores in the
mouse genome and the small number of L1 isochores,
our coefficients were found to be similar to those of
human, the latter containing both L1 and H3 isochores
[16,18-21].
Figure 2 Correlation between the solely GC effects on the
expression activity of each isochore. Correlation between the
expression level (normalized by the gene density ED – Equation (2))
of each isochore and the respective GC level (red plot for brain,
blue plot for liver, and green plot for muscle).
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In regards to the GC-poor localization of the genes
that are not expressed in any of the three adult mouse
tissues considered here, the notion that they may be
implicated in developmental processes is supported by
several studies. Indeed, two recent studies [38,39] identi-
fied, in the genome deserts of vertebrates, long-range
conserved systems comprised of highly-conserved non-
coding elements and their developmental regulatory
gene targets. Similarly, although in a different context, it
has been shown that during the development of the
mouse brain, most expression changes occur in the GC-
poor and LINE-rich regions [40], and that the genes
expressed in the early development stages of the mouse
have AT-ending codons, unlike the genes expressed in
later developmental stages [41]. Genes rich in AT-end-
ing codons are expected to be typically found in GC-
poor isochore families [42].
Conclusions
This work is the first where NGS data are used in order
to establish the transcriptome map of the mouse iso-
chores for three different tissues, and to investigate the
effects of base composition on the expression activity.
Our results are consistent with previous ones, and
further support the idea of a functional implication of
the isochores in gene expression. We conclude propos-
ing that similar compositional approaches, using NGS
data from carefully designed experiments, may shed
more light into the role of the genomic (in the term of
isochores) and genic compositional properties in gene
expression, in the context of specific tissues or biological




To produce the transcriptome map of the isochores, we
used publicly available RNA-seq data of three distinct
mouse tissues (brain, liver, and muscle), obtained in a
recent study by Mortazavi et al [37] using the standard
Solexa pipeline (version 0.2.6). The initial 32-mer reads
were subsequently truncated to a length of 25 base
pairs. The data comes from pooled adult C57BL6 indivi-
duals. We aligned the reads against the reference mouse
genome (UCSC release mm9) [43] using REad ALigner
(REAL) [44,45]. REAL is based on a new, relatively sim-
ple, algorithm for the alignment of short reads onto a
reference sequence. It uses two-bits-per-base encoding
Figure 3 Average genic activity within each isochore for the three tissues. Average genic expression levels after the genes have been
binned in the five isochore families. Larger negative values (tall coloured bars) indicate low expression, and small negative values (short
coloured bars) indicate high expression.
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of the DNA alphabet for both the reference and read
sequences. We used the appropriate arguments to allow
up to two mismatches per read with no gaps, and to
report the unique alignment with the least number of
mismatches. In this case, REAL splits the reads in four
fragments, and approximate string-matching implements
the pigeon-hole principle [46], as a means to quickly
filter out some of the alignments that have more than
two mismatches. The remaining candidate alignment
locations are then examined in order to eliminate the
rest of them that have more than two mismatches.
Unlike other current fast aligners like Bowtie [47] and
SOAP2 [48], REAL is not hindered by the very short
length of the reads in this dataset. This gap-less
Figure 4 Isochoric distributions for the non-detected genes and the total number of CDSs. Top: Distribution (%) across the isochore
families of the genes not detected to be expressed in any of the three tissues (bars in black), and of the genes not detected to be expressed in
a specific tissue only (red bars for brain, blue bars for liver, and green bars for muscle). Bottom: Distribution (%) of the total number of coding
sequences across the five isochore families (each coloured bar corresponds to an isochore family).
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alignment method will surely miss reads that span splice
sites. However, these should represent only a small frac-
tion of the total reads. Since the study is aimed at the
bigger picture, rather than the exact quantification of
individual mRNAs and alternate splicing variants, the
loss of sensitivity will have little impact. In any case,
gapped alignment of such short single-end reads has its
own perils.
Expression level of isochores
To investigate the expression levels of the mouse iso-
chores, the aligned reads were assigned to the iso-
chores containing their mapped location. The locations
and GC-spans of the isochores were extracted from
[5]. To eliminate the effect of the different number of
reads aligned from each tissue and the different length
of each isochore, the aligned reads per isochore were
normalized by the total count of aligned reads of the
respective tissue and the length of the respective iso-
chore. A scaling factor can be applied to lift at this
stage, and then the log2 of each normalized read count
was calculated as a representation of the expression
level. This is represented by Equation (1), where EL
represents the expression level normalized over the
length L of the isochore, Ri the read count of the iso-





Rt × L × f
)
(1)
Because the normalized counts are very small, the
logarithm produces negative values, however, higher
expression still corresponds to peaks. Details on the iso-
chores’ coordinates, GC levels, aligned reads, and
expression levels, for each of the three tissues, can be
found in Additional file 6.
As we report in the Results Section, the expression
levels were also further normalized by the respective
gene densities to account for the higher concentration
of genes in isochores with higher GC level. If by D we
denote the gene density of the isochore and by ED the
isochoric expression normalized over the gene density,




Rt × D × f
)
(2)
Expression level of genes
To investigate the expression at gene level, the coding
sequences for the mouse were retrieved from the Con-
sensus Coding Sequence Database (CCDS) [49]. From
the 17, 704 CDSs, 14 were found to lack a starting
codon, and were eliminated. The remaining 17, 690
CDSs were assigned to isochores based on the coordi-
nates of their exons, as given in the CCDS database.
Similarly to the procedure followed for the expression
levels of isochores, the expression level of a CDS (ECDS)
was produced with Equation (3), where RCDS represents
the count of aligned reads in the exons of each CDS, R′t
the total number of reads aligned to coding sequences








Details on the expression levels of the CDSs, for each
of the three tissues, can be found in Additional file 7.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Transcriptome profiles of the mouse isochores
along the chromosomes. The Y axis measures the isochores’ GC levels
(positive values – light blue line) and their respective expression levels (EL
– Equation (1)) for the brain, liver, and muscle tissues (negative values –
red, dark blue, and green lines). High expression corresponds to peaks in
the lines.
Additional file 2: Correlations between GC level and expression
activity of the isochores. The correlations between isochoric expression
level (normalized over the isochoric length EL – Equation (1)) and their
GC. The red plot is for brain, the blue plot for liver, and the green one
for muscle tissue.
Additional file 3: Isochoric expression levels for each tissue
normalized over gene density. This table reports the name of each
isochore, the GC level (GC, %), the length (Length, Mb), the number of
genes (CDS-count), the gene density (GeneDensity – number of genes
within an isochore over its length), the count of aligned reads for each
tissue (Brain Count, Liver Count, and Muscle Count), the ratio between
the count of aligned reads for each tissue within each isochore over the
total number of reads of that tissue (#Br/TotBr, #Liv/TotLiv, and #Mus/
TotMusc), and finally the isochoric expression level normalized over the
gene density (LogBr(GeneDens), LogLiv(GeneDens), and LogMusc
(GeneDens)).
Additional file 4: Distribution of the coding sequences across the
five isochore families. Within each isochore family, the % of the
isochores containing at least one gene (grey bars) and of the isochores
with no genes at all (light grey bars).
Additional file 5: Distribution of the expressed CDSs in the isochore
families. For each tissue, the % of the expressed genes (in histogram –
upper panel) within each isochore and the corresponding count (in table
format – lower panel) using as expression threshold ≥ 10 aligned reads
per gene. In the histogram, the red bars indicate the genes expressed in
brain, the blue bars the genes expressed in liver, and the green ones in
muscle.
Additional file 6: Isochoric expression levels for each tissue
normalized over length. This table reports the name of each isochore,
the GC level (GC, %), length (Length, Mb), the number of genes (CDS-
count), the gene density (GeneDensity – number of genes within an
isochore over its length), the count of aligned reads within each isochore
for each tissue (Brain Count, Liver Count, and Muscle Count), the ratio
(%) between the count of aligned reads within each isochore for each
tissue over the total number of reads of that tissue (#Br/TotBr, #Liv/
TotLiv, and #Mus/TotMusc), and finally the global isochoric expression
level normalized over the isochoric length (LogBr(Length), LogLiv
(Length), and LogMusc(Length)).
Additional file 7: Genic expression levels for each tissue. This table
reports the isochoric localization of each coding sequence. Specifically,
the first column shows the chromosome, the second indicates the
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isochore in which the gene is embedded, followed by its GC level and
the genomic coordinates (Start (Mb) and End (Mb)). Afterwards comes
the id of each coding sequence, the genomic coordinates of the coding
sequence (cds_from and cds_to), the level (GC_ccds), the GC3
(GC3_ccds), the length of the coding sequence (Length_ccds), and the
count of aligned reads for each tissue (brain, liver, and muscle) within
each coding sequence. The three last columns report the genic
expression level for each tissue (LogBr(genic), LogLiv(genic), and
LogMusc(genic)).
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